CaSPA Faith and Mission Scholarship Criteria

1. To be eligible for the CaSPA Faith and Mission Scholarship, the applicant should meet all of the following criteria:
   
a. Demonstrates a commitment to Catholic Education and the importance of Faith and Mission within their College.

b. Demonstrates the qualities of an aspiring leader in Catholic Education;

c. Has shown an active involvement in and contribution to the Faith and Mission of their College, over an extended Period of Time.

2. CaSPA will favourably consider the potential ability of the scholarship recipients program to have future application in our member Catholic Colleges, together with the willingness of the scholarship recipient to have a role in applying the outcomes of the project within our Catholic Colleges in Tasmania.

3. All applicants must seek the permission and support from their Principal for their scholarship application. Principals will note their support by signing and approving the applicant’s nomination form. Please note that in fairness to all applicants, applications without signed principal approval will not be considered for the scholarship.

4. Nominations for the scholarship will be called for each year prior to the CaSPA AGM and must received by an advertised date:
   
a. The CaSPA Executive will consider nominations for eligibility and merit, including the relevance of the program identified;

b. There will only be one (1) scholarship awarded each year. However, in exceptional circumstances, depending on the availability of funds, more than one grant may be awarded in any given year;

c. Each Scholarship is for a maximum of two thousand dollars ($2,000.00) only;

d. The successful scholarship recipient will be encouraged to book their program through their College. Upon receipt by CaSPA of valid tax invoices and receipts, CaSPA will reimburse the college up to a maximum of two thousand dollars ($2,000.00);

e. It is not necessary to award this scholarship every year; and

f. An appropriate certificate will be presented at the last Ordinary Meeting of CaSPA Members in any given year.